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the PMA performs a conversion from NRZI format and generates a PMA_UNITDATA.indicate (rx_code-bit)
primitive with the same logical value for the rx_code-bit parameter.

24.3.4.3 Carrier detect

The PMA Carrier Detect process provides repeater clients an indication that a carrier event has been sensed
and an indication if it is deemed in error. A carrier event is defined as receipt of two non-contiguous ZEROS
within any 10 rx_code-bits. A carrier event is in error if it does not start with an SSD. The Carrier Detect pro-
cess performs this function by continuously monitoring the code-bits being delivered by the RX process, and
checks for specific patterns which indicate non-IDLE activity and SSD bit patterns.

The Carrier Detect process collects code-bits from the PMD RX process. r_bits [9:0] represents a sliding,
10-bit window on the code-bit sequence, with newly received code-bits from the RX process being shifted
into r_bits [0]. The process shifts the r_bits vector to the left, inserts the newly received code-bit into posi-
tion 0, and waits for the next PMD.UNITDATA.indicate before repeating the operation. This is depicted in
figure 24-13. The Carrier Detect process monitors the r_bits vector until it detects two noncontiguous
ZEROS in the incoming code-bit sequence. This signals a transition of carrier_status from OFF to ON. Each
new carrier is further examined for a leading SSD (1100010001) with rxerror_status set to ERROR if it is
not confirmed. A pattern of 10 contiguous ONEs in the stream indicates a return to carrier_status = OFF.
Code-bit patterns of contiguous ONEs correspond to IDLE code-groups in the PCS, per the encoding speci-
fied in 24.2.2.1.

The PMA shall, if it is supporting a repeater, implement the Carrier Detect process as depicted in figure 24-
14 including compliance with the associated state variables as specified in 24.3.3.

24.3.4.4 Link Monitor

The Link Monitor process is responsible for determining whether the underlying receive channel is provid-
ing reliable data. Failure of the underlying channel typically causes the PMA’s client to suspend normal
actions. The Link Monitor process takes advantage of the PMD sublayer’s continuously signaled transmis-
sion scheme, which provides the PMA with a continuous indication of signal detection on the channel
through signal_status as communicated by the PMD_SIGNAL.indicate primitive. It responds to control by
Auto-Negotiation, when implemented, which is effected through the link_control parameter of
PMA_SIGNAL request.

The Link Monitor process monitors signal_status, setting link_status to FAIL whenever signal_status is OFF
or when Auto-Negotiation sets link_control to DISABLE. The link is deemed to be reliably operating when
signal_status has been continuously ON for a period of time. This period is implementation dependent but
not less than 330 µs or greater than 1000 µs. If so qualified, Link Monitor sets link_status to READY in
order to synchronize with Auto-Negotiation, when implemented. Auto-Negotiation permits full operation by
setting link_control to ENABLE. When Auto-Negotiation is not implemented, Link Monitor operates with
link_control always set to ENABLE.

r_bits

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

rx_code-bit

Figure 24-13—Carrier Detect reference diagram
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BEGIN link_status *OK 

INITIALIZE 

r_bits [9:0] <= 1111111111 
canier _status <= OFF 
rxerror_status <= NO_ERROR 

PMD_UNITDATA.indicate 

• RECEIVE NEXT BIT 

SHIFTLEFT (r_bits) 
r_bits [0] <= rx_code-bit 

ELSE 
(canier_status = OFF) • 

(carrier_status = ON) • (r_bits [OJ = 0) * 
(r_bits [9:0] = 11111 11111 l (r_bits [9:2] * 11 111111) 

I CARRIER DETECT 
r bits [9:0] = 11111 11000 

~ I carrier_status <=ON I 
CARRIER OFF GET NEXT QUINT 

r_bits [9:0] * 11111 11000 
carrier_status <=OFF SHIFTLEFT (r_bits) 

rxerror_status <= NO_ERROR r bits [0] <= rx code-bit 

UCT 
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BAD CARRIER I I I 

rxerror_status = ERROR I r_bits [9:0] * 11000 10001 

UCT 

WAIT FOR NEXT 
r_bits [9:0] = 11000 10001 

PMD _ UNITDATAindicate 

Figure 24-14--Carrier Detect state diagram 

The PMA shall implement the Link Monitor process as depicted in figure 24-15 including compliance with 
the associated state variables as specified in 24.3.3. 

24.3.4.5 Far-End Fault Generate 

Far-End Fault Generate simply passes tx_code-bits to the TX process when signal_status=ON. When 
signal_status=OFF, it repetitively generates each cycle of the Far-End Fault Indication until signal_status is 
reasserted. 
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link_control = 
SCAN_FOR_CARRIER 

BEGIN 

SUPPLEMENT TO 802.3: 

(signal_ status = OFF)+ 
(link_control = DISABLE)+ 
(rctulliny = TRUE) 

link_status <= FAIL 

signal_ status = ON 

HYSTERESIS 

NOTE- The vat~ables link_control and link_status are designated as 
link_control_[TX] and link_status_[TX], respectively, by the Auto-Negotiation 
Arbitration state diagram (figure 28-16). 

Figure 24-15-Link Monitor state diagram 

If Far-End Fault is implemented, the PMA shall implement the Far-End Fault Generate process as depicted 
in figme 24-16 including compliance with the associated state variables as specified in 24.3.3. 

24.3.4.6 Far-End Fault Detect 

Far-End Fault Detect passively monitors the rx_code-bit sti-eam fi·om the RX process for the Far-End Fault 
Indication. It does so by maintaining counters for the number of consecutive ONEs seen since the last ZERO 
(num_ones) and the number of cycles of84 ONEs and a single ZERO (num_cycles). The Far-End Fault lndi
cation is denoted by three or more cycles, each of 84 ONEs and a single ZERO. Note that the number of con
secutive ONEs may exceed 84 on the first cycle. 

If Far-End Fault is implemented, the PMA shall implement the Far-End Fault Detect process as depicted in 
figure 24-17 including compliance with the associated state variables as specified in 24.3.3. 

24.4 Physical Medium Dependent (PMD} sublayer service interface 

24.4.1 PMD service interface 

The following specifies the services provided by the PMD. The PMD is a sublayer within lOOBASE-X and 
may not be present in other l OOBASE-T PHY specifications. PMD setvices are described in an absb·act 
manner and do not imply any particular implementation. It should be noted that these services are function
ally identical to those defined in the FDDI standards, such as ISO 9314-3: 1990 and ANSI X3.263: l99X, 
with two exceptions: 
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num_ones~ 0 
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I CHECK SIGNAL DETECT I 
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UCT "' 

SEND FEFONE 

UCT 

FORWARD 
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tx_code-bit_out ~ONE 
num_ones ~ num_ones + 1 

tx_code-bit_out ~ tx_code_bit_ in 
num_ones ~ o 

PMD _UNITDATA.request • 
signal_status = OFF • 

num_ones < FEF _ONES 

PMD_UNITDATA.request • 
signal_ status = OFF • 

PMD_UNITDATA.request • 
signal_ status = ON 

UCT num_ones = FEF _ONES 
--~L_--~-------, 

SEND FEF ZERO 

tx_code-bit_out ~ZERO 
num ones~o 

Figure 24-16-Far-End Fault Generate state diagram 

a) 100BASE-X does not include a Station Management (SMT) ftmction; therefore the PMD-to-SMT 
interface defined in ISO 9314-3: 1990 and ANSI X3.263: 199X. 

b) 100BASE-X does not support multiple instances of a PMD in service to a single PMA; therefore, no 
qualifiers <ue needed to identify the unique PMD being referenced. 

There are also editorial differences between the interfaces specified here and in the referenced standards, as 
required by the context of 100BASE-X. 

The PMD Se1v ice Interface suppo11s the exchange of nrzi-bits between PMA entities. The PMD tl·anslates 
the nrzi-bits to and from signals suitable for the specified medilllll. 

The following primitives are defined: 

PMD _ UNITDATA.request 

Pl\ID UNITDATA.indicate 

Pl\ID SIGNAL.indicate 

24.4.1.1 PMD_UNITDATA.request 

This primitive defines the transfer of data (in the fmm of nrzi-bits) from the PMA to the PMD. 
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PMD _UNITDATA.indicate 

(rx_code-bil = 1) • 
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ELSE I CHECK FAULT I (num_cycles = 1) 

I I 

(num_ 
(rx_code-bit = 0) • I UCT 

POTENTIAL CYCLE ones = FEF _ONES) 
(rx_code-bit = 1) • I num ones~ num ones+ 11 
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I 
FEF_CYCLES 

COUNT CYCLE UCT 
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1 num_ones ~ 0 I num_cycles ~ num_cycles + 1 
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FEF_CYCLES 

I LINK FAULT I 
I faulting ~TRUE I 

UCT I 

Figure 24-17-Far-End Fault Detect state diagram 

24.4.1 .1.1 Semantics of the service primitive 

PMD _ UNITDATArequest (tx_nrzi-bit) 

The data conveyed by PMD _ UNITDATA request is a continuous sequence of nrzi-bits. The tx_mzi-bit 
parameter can take one of two values: ONE or ZERO. 

24.4.1.1.2 When generated 

The PMA continuously sends, at a nominal 125 Mb/s rate, the PMD the appropriate mzi-bits for transmis
sion on the medium. 
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